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Robots (Monsters)
For kids who love monsters and robots, this is the colouring book that will make them happy. An exciting, fun and creative activity book for young kids. A great gift idea from parents, grandparents and adults to children for any occasion including birthdays, Easter, Christmas and summer days at the cottage!!
From vampires and demons to ghosts and zombies, interest in monsters in literature, film, and popular culture has never been stronger. This concise Encyclopedia provides scholars and students with a comprehensive and authoritative A-Z of monsters throughout the ages. It is the first major reference book on monsters for the scholarly market. Over 200 entries written by experts in the field are accompanied by an overview introduction by the editor.
Generic entries such as 'ghost' and 'vampire' are cross-listed with important specific manifestations of that monster. In addition to monsters appearing in English-language literature and film, the Encyclopedia also includes significant monsters in Spanish, French, Italian, German, Russian, Indian, Chinese, Japanese, African and Middle Eastern traditions. Alphabetically organized, the entries each feature suggestions for further reading. The Ashgate
Encyclopedia of Literary and Cinematic Monsters is an invaluable resource for all students and scholars and an essential addition to library reference shelves.
Four bookmark models depict a pirate, robot, space alien, and monster, and 68 reusable stickers offer fabulous combinations of hats, masks, wigs, wings, and other costumes and accessories.
This book explores the making of robots in labs at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). It examines the cultural ideas that go into the making of robots, and the role of fiction in co-constructing the technological practices of the robotic scientists. The book engages with debates in anthropological theorizing regarding the way that robots are reimagined as intelligent, autonomous and social and weaved into lived social realities.
Richardson charts the move away from the “worker” robot of the 1920s to the “social” one of the 2000s, as robots are reimagined as companions, friends and therapeutic agents.
Big Brother Coloring Book
Monsters & Robots Dot Markers Activity Book
130+ Monsters, Aliens and Robots From Letters and Numbers
Robots and Monsters Coloring Book
Monsters and Robots
Animals, Robots, Monsters, Cars, and More
Draw Your Own Androids, Cyborgs & Fighting Bots

Rise of the Machines! Mythic Monsters: Robots brings you an incredible assortment of mechanical marvels and menaces for expanding campaigns where science fiction meets fantasy. These are no ordinary magical constructs like golems and animated objects, but sophisticated and sometimes sinister sentinels of super-science, programmed to make blast your heroes back to the dark ages! These incredible creations of advanced
or alien technology range from CR 1 to 20, including warbots like the awesome annihilator, the grunt soldier gearsman, the flying myrmidon, and the indomitable warden. It also includes robots purpose-built for a variety of tasks, like the flitting collector and the hulking terraformer, from lone spies and servants like the arachnid robot to hordes of infiltrators like the observer swarm. Not all robots are simply
mindless servants, of course, as terrifying torturers and genius directors take the lead where other robots follow, and robots even come to a semblance of life in the form of androids. As if a dozen existing monsters were not enough, the brand-new cyberphrenic tadpole is a chillingly insidious robot of small size but great potency in corrupting the mind and will of the living who seek to resist the will of their
incipient robot overlords. In addition, you can customize the robots you throw at your players with an array of robotic implants utilizing the technology rules for the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, whether your heroes are arming their own robot legions or facing the forces of fearsome technomancers. The Mythic Monsters series from Legendary Games brings you dynamic and exciting mechanics alongside evocative and
cinematic new abilities that really help creatures live up to their flavor text, whether they are creatures of real-world myth and legend or creatures born out of the RPG tradition itself. These creatures can work just as well in a non-mythic campaign as they do in one that incorporates the full mythic rules, as you can throw them at your jaded players who think they've seen it all or know the standard monster stats
as well as you do. That look of surprise and "What was THAT?" will warm any GM's heart. This all-new 30-page supplement by Alex Riggs, Russ Taylor, and Jason Nelson is a terrific complement to the Mythic Monster Manual, with over 220 mythic monsters and an awesome array of monster-focused abilities, feats, and more for your Pathfinder game! Pick up both books today and Make Your Game Legendary!
? Big Brother Coloring Book ? Discover Dinosaurs, Robots, Monster Truck, Cars, Planes, Vehicles and many more for coloring and doodling! Is Your Son Becoming A New Big Brother? Yes? then your son will adore this coloring book. Surely, this coloring book will help your son to feel special and proud as he becomes a big brother. Also, with this book, the kids can express themselves and explore their creativity. This
book is Vehicles and more. This book is specially designed for boys ages 2-8+. The illustrations are simple. Beautiful graphics with Vehicles will encourage coloring and bring a lot of fun. 25 BIG ILLUSTRATIONS Coloring books are great for kids, not only because they help de-stress and relax. Above all, it's a safe, creative, and easy activity that's great for your child's development. The 25 cute pictires and the
simple shapes will keep the little ones creatively occupied while they color.Also, with this book, the kids can express themselves and explore their creativity. About this book: 25 illustrations - Perfect for coloring High resolution printing Printed on white paper Single sided pages to avoid bleed through when coloring. Suitable for kids Easy and thick cutting lines Book size 8.5" x 11" perfect for little hands!
Beautiful designs appropriate for 2-8 ages and more Offers large colouring surfaces for even more colouring fun Promotes motor skills, concentration, and creativity Is ideal for long trips or resting periods Suitable for markers, gel pens, coloured pencils Premium Glossy Colour Cover Scroll up and click "Buy Now" to reserve your copy of this wonderful animal coloring book and give your child happiness.
In a world of globalised media, Japanese popular culture has become a signifi cant fountainhead for images, narrative, artefacts, and identity. From Pikachu, to instantly identifi able manga memes, to the darkness of adult anime, and the hyper- consumerism of product tie- ins, Japan has bequeathed to a globalised world a rich variety of ways to imagine, communicate, and interrogate tradition and change, the self, and
the technological future. Within these foci, questions of law have often not been far from the surface: the crime and justice of Astro Boy; the property and contract of Pokémon; the ecological justice of Nausicaä; Shinto’s focus on order and balance; and the anxieties of origins in J- horror. This volume brings together a range of global scholars to refl ect on and critically engage with the place of law and justice
in Japan’s popular cultural legacy. It explores not only the global impact of this legacy, but what the images, games, narratives, and artefacts that comprise it reveal about law, humanity, justice, and authority in the twenty-first century.
Always a lot of fun to transcend the usual world to step into the globe of artificial intelligence, then be immersed in the world of Art and Hues.
Robots and Monsters Cut and Paste Workbook for Kids Ages 2-5
I Cannot, Yet I Must
From Crime Fighting Robots to Duelling Pocket Monsters
Robots!
Drawing with Crayola!
Coloring Pages for Kids Ages 4-8, Boys, Girls, and Everyone (Children's Coloring Books)
Monsters & Robots
Far, far away, on a distant planet called Techworld, a little girl named Snow White is born. Created by the planets smartest minds to be the perfect scientist, Snow immediately shows a knack for working with electronics. The Queen, fearing for her crown, exiles Snow White so she cannot grow up and take the Queens place as the most intelligent person on the planet. However, Snow White's willingness to help those in
need -- especially the downtrodden robots of Techworld -- earns her many friends, and theyÊare all quite eager to help her cause.
What could be cooler than learning to draw a dragon and a vampire? Learning to draw those and many kinds of robots! Readers can take on 13 different cartoon-style drawing projects, including a speedbot, retro robot, alien monster, and mutant monster. Each project has six easy-to-follow steps, concluding with a full-color finished drawing. Tips about creating detail and other drawing techniques gives readers skills
they can use in drawings beyond robots and monsters—but they’ll love starting with these awesome pictures!
A pictorial review of hi-tech toys of yesterday, mainly of the 1940s to 1960s.
New content added and some content from the original Let's Draw with Crayola! series removed.
Robots Versus Slime Monsters
A Fun Monsters and Robots Scissor Skills Activity Book and Gift for Kids, Toddlers and Preschoolers with Coloring and Cutting (Scissor Skills Preschool Workbooks)
Roll and Draw
WEEEEE BOOK's My First Book! ROBOTS and MONSTERS �� My First Big Book of Monsters and Robots �� Preschool Coloring Book of Monsters and Robots
Coloring Book
Robots
Law and Justice in Japanese Popular Culture
Scissor skills and coloring fun in one activity book for kids!This cutting practice workbook is perfect for children aged 3 to 5. Each page includes one monster or robot picture to color. Kids can use the handy dotted line guide for cutting out the finished picture. Great for little hands to practice using safety scissors. Keep your kiddo entertained for hours with this cute color and cut book. Makes a useful and educational holiday or birthday gift. Activity book features: 29 single-sided coloring pages Inside margin trim line for easy cutting out each sheet Premium glossy softcover Full 8.5"x11" size bright high quality paper stock See
our brand Busy Kid Press for more activity books for kids!
Eleven crazy monsters and robots feature in this step-by-step guide. Compose Compacto the Crusherbot, recreate a Retro Robot and draw a dragon with professional guidance. Whether you can already draw really well or whether you think you can't, Paul Gamble's guides will help you create amazing cartoon-style illustrations of popular animals, superheroes, monsters and more. Once you've mastered these, you'll be inspired to create even more.
Martinez's first short story collection, featuring ten original tales based on his previous fantasy and science fiction novels. This is a sampling of strange worlds of fantasy featuring talking gorillas, sensible housekeeping kobolds, cosmic monster gods, and world-conquering space squids. Within you'll find tales of werewolf versus bigfoot, ogre versus wizard, and rock alien versus romantic entanglement.
Presents step-by-step instructions on how to draw a wide range of mechanical creatures complete with hard-wired heads, bionic bodies, and such electrical extras as dials, levers, controls, and blasters.
Godzilla Vs. the Robot Monsters
Fantastic Monsters of the Films Complete Collection
Draw AlphaBeasts
Monsters Robots Coloring Book For Kids Ages 4-8 / Coloring Book Full of Funny and Cute Creatures Images for Both Kids Ages 4-8
Includes Dinosaurs, Robots, Monsters and Vehicles | Colouring Book for Toddlers 2-6 Ages | I Am Going to Be a Big Brother Book | Cute Gift Idea from New Baby
Hilo Book 4: Waking the Monsters
Monsters and Robots Scissor Skills Activity Book for Kids

Origami meets amazing creatures in a book of paper craft fun! Papertoy Glowbots introduces 46 robots that have the added cool factor of lighting up, whether using glow-in-the-dark stickers that come with the book or light sources like flashlights, Christmas tree lights, and electric tea lights. The 46 die-cut paper robots are created by Brian Castleforte, author of Papertoy Monsters, along with the hottest papertoy designers from around the world. Meet the robots and read about their entertaining backstories in the front, then turn to the card stock section in the back to build them. The templates are diecut and ready to pop out, fold, and glue. Bold, colorful graphics ensure the robots look as amazing in the daytime as they do with the lights off.
Monsters and Robots don't have to be scary. They can be Awesome! Even when they get in your face! This book contains 26 original and creative pages of monsters and robots for all ages to color.
Horror guaranteed to shock you dead or your life refunded! The cult classic monster magazine is back. All of the horror, all of the madness, all of the monsters, all together in one complete collection for the first time ever! Delve back in to the nostalgia of the golden age of horror in a time before the internet if you wanted the latest scoop on your favorite monsters and how they were created you got Fantastic Monsters of the Films, featuring the Devil’s Work Shop and Monster of the Month. Over 450 pages of ghoulish delight the time has come to go back to the grave and resurrect the forgotten past
of monster movie history.
A. Lee Martinez delivers his first short story collection, featuring ten original tales based on his previous fantasy and science fiction novels. If you're a Martinez fan, this collection is surely something you've been waiting for. If you're simply Martinez curious (and who isn't?) this is a great sampling of strange worlds of fantasy featuring talking gorillas, sensible housekeeping kobolds, cosmic monster gods, and world-conquering space squids. These all-new, all-different tales are available for the first time. Within you'll find tales of werewolf versus bigfoot, ogre versus wizard, and rock alien versus
romantic entanglement. You'll experience a terrifying descent into madness via pizza delivery and the existential angst of the gods of death. You'll discover why it's a bad idea to feed the pixies and why it's a good idea to always bring along a magical broom on your adventures. A collection eight years in the making (and worth every year), Robots versus Slime Monsters might not actually have any stories where a robot fights a slime monster, but it does feature a gorilla wrestling a lion. And in the end, isn't that almost as good?
The True Story of the Best Bad Monster Movie of All Time Robot Monster
Monsters Robots Coloring Book
Monsters, Robots and More!
Easy Toddler and Preschool Kids Paint Dauber Big Dot Coloring Ages 2-4
Monsters and Robots Coloring Book for Children 3 to 8
Robots and Monsters
A Guide for Legislation and School Policy in Science Education
Expecting a new arrival? It can be a big change having a new baby for the sibling.. With all the excitement, the big brother may become jealous, especially when the new baby brings lots of attention from the family. Going through those emotions is not easy for a child but can easily be managed to change jealousy into love and responsibility. This fun book with 25 designs is a great distraction for the big brother, featuring lots of cool things to color in, including dinosaurs, planes, cars, robots, monsters and more!
An exciting coloring book featuring ten fearsome space monsters and ten energetic ragtag robots for you to bring to life with either crayons, colored pencils, or markers! Also includes two pages to draw your own robot or monster.
"David Annan .. here turns his wide knowledge of movie fantasy and the fantastic to an exploration of an established science fiction theme -- the mechanical man. His study shows how what was a charming parable at the beginning of this century, now mirrors a disturbing reality, with the growth of genetic engineering, organ transplants and artificial insemination. ... David Annan traces this evolution from the most famous and memorable exponents of the theme, like Frankenstein and the female robot of Lang's Metropolis, through the various comedies, space fantasies and monster movies that
have made a feature of man-made men."--Dust jacket.
Existing research on monsters acknowledges the deep impact monsters have especially on Politics, Gender, Life Sciences, Aesthetics and Philosophy. From Sigmund Freud’s essay ‘The Uncanny’ to Scott Poole’s ‘Monsters in America’, previous studies offer detailed insights about uncanny and immoral monsters. However, our anthology wants to overcome these restrictions by bringing together multidisciplinary authors with very different approaches to monsters and setting up variety and increasing diversification of thought as ‘guiding patterns’. Existing research hints that monsters are embedded
in social and scientific exclusionary relationships but very seldom copes with them in detail. Erving Goffman’s doesn’t explicitly talk about monsters in his book ‘Stigma’, but his study is an exceptional case which shows that monsters are stigmatized by society because of their deviations from norms, but they can form groups with fellow monsters and develop techniques for handling their stigma. Our book is to be understood as a complement and a ‘further development’ of previous studies: The essays of our anthology pay attention to mechanisms of inequality and exclusion concerning specific
historical and present monsters, based on their research materials within their specific frameworks, in order to ‘create’ engaging, constructive, critical and diverse approaches to monsters, even utopian visions of a future of societies shared by monsters. Our book proposes the usual view, that humans look in a horrified way at monsters, but adds that monsters can look in a critical and even likewise frightened way at the very societies which stigmatize them.
Robot Monster Diaries
(volume 01)
Annihilation Anxiety and Machines
Monsters, Monstrosities, and the Monstrous in Culture and Society
Mythic Monsters
A Graphic Novel
Snow White and the Seven Robots
Learn to draw more 130 imaginary creatures using letters and numbers as the starting point! From kooky monsters to silly ghouls and goofy aliens, you can draw any kind of crazy creature in just a few simple steps. Practicing your letters and numbers is fun when you can turn them into characters from your imagination! • Easy-to-follow guided drawings • 130+ characters • Reinforce alphabet and counting skills
"An action-packed page turner with heart "--Dav Pilkey, author of DOG MAN Dog Man meets Big Nate in HILO-the hilarious New York Times bestselling graphic novel series that kids (and robots ) love "A Total BLAST," says the Miami Herald Chock full of MORE MONSTERS MORE ACTION MORE LAUGHS MORE FUN DJ and Gina are TOTALLY ordinary kids. But Hilo isn't ALERT ALERT ALERT Has our favorite space boy finally met his match? Not if D.J. and Gina can help it Mega Robot Monsters are suddenly waking up all over and they're TOO BIG and TOO STRONG for Hilo to fight on
his own Luckily, he doesn't have to He has GINA and some brand new SUPER POWERS on his side Being heroes can be super fun-but it can also be SUPER dangerous And the closer Hilo and Gina get to saving their world from the monsters--the closer Hilo gets to the dark secret of his past. Does he really want to know? Do WE? Here's what people (and robots ) are saying about Hilo * Nominated for multiple State Awards "More giant robotic ants and people going 'Aaaah ' than in the complete works of Jane Austen"--Neil Gaiman, author of Coraline "Every kid would love a pal like Hilo "
--Lincoln Peirce, author of Big Nate series "Silly, tender, and most importantly: funny."--Jeff Smith, author of the Bone series "A story that can be enjoyed by the entire family."--New York Times * "Universally appealing."--Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review * "Diverse characters, good friends, and humorous dialogue...and plenty of action makes this a must-have."--SLJ, Starred Review
Robots, Superheroes and Monsters Coloring and Activity Books for Kids - 30 Activities Robots and Monsters have captured the imagination of children for decades. Let your little robot lover explore this fun filled coloring book and bring some robots and monsters to life with his or her imagination! Robots and Monsters is a compelling activity to keep your child's brain engaged to create totally cool art. Give them a great activity that sparks their creativity and keeps them busy and entertained for hours. Fans of Transformers, Wall-E, Alien and the other AI heroes will gravitate to this
awesome activity book. Discover super high-tech robots that explore land, sea, air, and space; wacky inventions of the past; super strong bots and super small ones; how robots help humans. This coloring book is a great value at 30 pages long. Hurry Up!!!! ... Today Special Price!!!! .. VALID ONLY TODAY!!!! Tags: Boy's coloring book, super heroes coloring book, animals coloring book, toddlers activities, monster coloring book, zombie coloring book, gift book for boys, coloring book for kindergarten, color for kids, color for teens, color for children, coloring book for preschoolers, summer
coloring book, time travel coloring book
Today’s youth will face global environmental changes, as well as complex personal and social challenges. To address these issues this collection of essays provides vital insights on how science education can be designed to better engage students and help them solve important problems in the world around them. Assessing Schools for Generation R (Responsibility) includes theories, research, and practices for envisioning how science and environmental education can promote personal, social, and civic responsibility. It brings together inspiring stories, creative practices, and theoretical
work to make the case that science education can be reformed so that students learn to meaningfully apply the concepts they learn in science classes across America and grow into civically engaged citizens. The book calls for a curriculum that equips students with the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values to confront the complex and often ill-defined socioscientific issues of daily life. The authors are all experienced educators and top experts in the fields of science and environmental education, ecology, experiential education, educational philosophy, policy and history. They examine what
has to happen in the domains of teacher preparation and public education to effect a transition of the youth of America. This exciting, informative, sophisticated and sometimes provocative book will stimulate much debate about the future direction of science education in America, and the rest of the world. It is ideal reading for all school superintendents, deans, faculty, and policymakers looking for a way to implement a curriculum that helps builds students into responsible and engaged citizens.
Ready Set Draw
An Anthropology of Robots and AI
Robots, spaceships, and monsters
Coloring Book Full of Funny and Cute Creatures Images for Both Kids Ages 4-8 Monsters and Robots
Coloring and Cutting Practice
Yesterday's Toys
With Dinosaurs, Robots, Monsters Truck, Cars, Planes and Vehicles - Cute Gift Idea From New Baby to Big Brother - I Am Going To Be A Big Brother Book - Colouring Book For Toddlers 2-6 Ages - 6-8 - 3, 4,5, 6 Old Robots and Monsters Coloring BookColoring Pages for Kids Ages 4-8, Boys, Girls, and Everyone (Children's Coloring Books)
In order to take on Godzilla and the other newly-released monsters, Russia creates a super-robot, Moguera, while the United States and Japan activate Mechagodzilla, but a new monster discovered in Mongolia threatens to tip the balance in favor of the mons
Robot Monster Diaries is an amazing book about the 1953 sci-fi classic B-movie, Robot Monster, featuring exclusive interviews with original cast members Claudia Barrett, Gregory Moffett and Pamela Paulson (her very first!) Also, exclusive content from Bob Burns, Trustin Howard, Steve de Souza, Mark Viniello, Bob Furmanek, Dave Nichols, Chuck Cirino, Eric Kurland, Dr. Robert J. Kiss, Jack Theakston, Wade Williams, Greg Kintz, Tom Woodruff, Jr., Christopher R. Mihm and
more. Read about: - The stars in front of the camera - Behind the scenes happenings - An expert explanation of the original 3-D process - A complete list of early theatrical and TV showings - Bubble man Nat Fisher - Robot Monster MTV Special - An examination of the camera rig - The fate and history of Ro-Man's helmet - Ro-Man re-enactors - Ro-Man on YouTube And more! Nearly 100 photographs cap off this historical look at what has been called the worst film ever made.
Calculate that!
Amazing fun activity book to keep your kiddy entertained for hours of fun and happiness with robots and monsters coloring and cutting activities, it will surely be a great gift idea to put a smile in your child's face Activity book details: - 25 Single-sided activity pages.( Monsters and Robots Coloring and cutting) - perfect illustrations every kid would love. - glowing high quality paper stock - Glossy softcover - Suitable For Kids Ages 2 and up SPECIAL LAUNCH PRICE (WHILE
STOCKS LAST!!!! ) ❤️
Drawing Mashup Fun - Draw Robots, Monsters, Fairies, and More
46 Glowing Robots You Can Make Yourself!
Assessing Schools for Generation R (Responsibility)
Papertoy Glowbots
Robot, the Mechanical Monster
Monsters Robots
Happy Robots and Monsters Coloring Book

WEEEEE BOOK'S My First Book! ROBOTS & MONSTERS �� My First Big Book of Monsters and Robots �� Preschool Coloring Book of Monsters and Robots Your first coloring book will always be one of your best memories This coloring book for robots and monsters is one of the most carefully crafted coloring books for children that includes 50 drawings of adorable monsters and robots. Children can spend fun and quality time coloring. The pages in this book are suitable for children's crayons and coloring pencils. This book is packed with monsters and other fun creatures that
kids can color. Robots and Monsters books for toddlers 3-5 Cover - Full color cover design Drawings - 50 single-sided designs; white on back. Bold Lines - helps children stay within the lines and reinforce the shapes found in this coloring book. Big Book - Large print size 8.5" x 11" perfect for children & toddlers Coloring - Each page is large (8.5 x 11 inches), so every young child is sure to enjoy coloring. Signature - When your little one finishes painting, you can print his or her hand on the final pages! Ages - Excellent for children 3 to 5 years old WEEEEE BOOK'S My First Book!
ROBOTS & MONSTERS - Good drawings, More pages, More to coloured Coloring, relaxing and resting!Scroll to the top of this page and click the Add to Cart button to get your copy now!
New release in the #1 Series of beloved colouring books for boys ages 4 - 8 years old. designed to build up confidence and improve fine motor skills and handwriting suitable for children ages 4 to at least 10 it is a book containing drawings of robot and monster fun that suits all ages and allows children to develop: ◆ self-confidence ◆creative mind ◆encourage children to reach their full potential ◆ express their own individualities and their inner strengths This coloring book is the best opportunity for you to spend quality time with your son or just watch him enjoy it by himselfsame.unlike the tablet or phone this book allows a useful activity that actually develops and helps your child to reach his or her full potential. Age groups: - coloring books for toddlers - coloring books for preschoolers - coloring books for boys ages 4-5 - coloring books for boys ages 5-6 - coloring books for boys ages 6-7 - coloring books for boys ages 7-8 tags: robots robot coloring book for kids ages 4-8, robot kids book, the mole, the fox and the horse paperback, science book for kids 6-8, coloring book for adult, water coloring book for adults, colouring book kids, coloring books for adult,
teen color book, kids ninja book, the girl with the dragon, book kid, coloring boom, coloring book kids ages 4-8, kids books for girls, adult colouring books, kids activity book 6-8, girls coloring book 4-8, dark coloring book, the nine hundred book, bug boys book, science book for kids 4-6, best adult coloring book, kids books age 7, animal coloring book for kids, ninjago coloring book, girls coloring book ages 8-10, et Stay informed about new releases by clicking the {+Follow} button under the book picture.
For kids who love monsters and robots, this is the coloring book that will make them happy. An exciting, fun and creative activity book for young kids.
I CANNOT, YET I MUST is the amazing story of ROBOT MONSTER, the legendary 1953 gorilla-wearing-a-diving-helmet no-budget epic that sums up an entire era of film history. Determined to crack Hollywood and fully aware of what he was up against, director Phil Tucker crafted a profitable 3-D feature with very little money and very much ingenuity. Fascinating, surreal, hilarious and an incredible testament to getting the job done even when it is impossible, ROBOT MONSTER is now documented in detail. From the ballyhoo of producer Al Zimbalist to the eccentric life of
writer Wyott Ordung, from Phil Tucker's previously unpublished memories to the significantly different script, I CANNOT, YET I MUST is the book that finally explores ROBOT MONSTER!
Fun Filled Large 25 Pages of Monsters and 25 Pages of Robots for Creative Activity for Toddlers to 8 Year Olds
The Ashgate Encyclopedia of Literary and Cinematic Monsters
An A. Lee Martinez Collection
Make Your Own Bookmark Sticker Activity Book
This Roll and Draw artist's book makes drawing a game of chance! Roll a dice and find out what head, body, arms or accessories you need to draw. End up with a fantastic creature, a scary monster, a lovely fairy or a very confused sports person. Categories include: Aliens Monsters Robots Animals Fairies Sports Also included are three different Chaos sheets. You may end up drawing the head of a robot with the body of a bowler sporting fairy wings and a crown. There are five sheets
of each design for a total of 45 pages of drawing in this 8" x 10" softcover book. Feel free to add your own details and doodles and color when finished. Have fun! Please note that this book does not come with dice, but a dice from any game you have will work just fine.
FUN and EASY big dot marker coloring book for toddler and preschool aged kids ages 2 and up!This paint dauber coloring book is perfect for young children to practice pre-writing skills and have fun at the same time. Bold art outlines and big guided dot circles make it easy for little hands to color and paint on their own. Each page features a simple monster or robot picture to color. Black printing on the reverse side helps prevent marker bleed-through. Keep your kiddo
entertained for hours with this BIG dot marker activity book. Makes a useful and educational gift! Coloring book features: 30 robot and monster pics to color BIG guided dots for easy paint dotting Inside margin trim line for cutting out pages Glossy softcover Big 8.5" x 11" size for little hands bright high quality paper stock Works great with any brand dot markers, paint daubers or dot art markers Pick up this cool activity book for tons of toddler and preschool dot painting fun.
See our brand Busy Kid Press for more dot marker and other activity books for kids!
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